Successful Meetings Magazine says David is “Worth his
weight in gold,” naming him one of the hottest speakers in
the industry.
Over the course of 25 years, David has founded and
operated 9 business in a variety of industries while earning
Entrepreneur of the Year for Central New York. He’s
keynoted at Wharton School of Business for an incredible 5 yeas in a row, has
been teaching at NYU for the past 10 years two courses and has been honored
with the Outstanding Professor Award. He’s published over 500 articles, and
been interviewed by the New York Times, the Financial Times and Bloomberg
Media.
Now for the real reason we brought David in to present to us today.
* David has grown one organizations volunteer base 840% in just 6 months
while expanding delivery from 240 members to over 3000.
* David put on a conference with 68% fewer volunteers and increased
attendance 300% in the same year.
* As the founder and first President of the New York States National Speakers
Association he's trail blazed innovative strategies and in doing so has grown
their membership from 5 individuals to over 1000 members in just three years.
That’s growth of over 20,000%. The membership roster touched 5 continents
and 33 states. The International Federation and the NSA national office have
acknowledged that the NY Chapter was the largest and the fastest growing
chapter in the world.
And that’s just the start...
Please welcome David Goldsmith
“I’ve never seen anyone do what you do, the way you do it. You deliver so much value as a strategist. In
my opinion your worth several times your fees. Raise them."
Dan Sunt
Chief Experience Officer MVP Collaborative
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It's my pleasure to introduce our presenter for the
morning/afternoon program, David Goldsmith
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